In this paper we present a theoretical-computational methodology specifically aimed at describing processes involving internal conversion or intersystem crossing, from atomistic (semiclassical) simulations and, hence, very suitable for treating complex atomic-molecular systems. The core of the presented approach is the evaluation of the diabatic perturbed energy surfaces of a portion of the whole system, treated at the quantum level and therefore preventively selected, in semi-classical interaction with the atomic-molecular environment. Subsequently, the estimation of the coupling between the diabatic surfaces and the inclusion of the obtained observables within a properly designed kinetic model allows the reconstruction of the whole phenomenology directly comparable to the experimental (typically kinetic) data. Application to two systems has demonstrated that the proposed approach can represent a valuable tool, somewhat complementary to other methods based on explicit quantumdynamical approaches, for the theoretical-computational investigations of large and complex atomicmolecular systems.
Introduction
The Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation, i.e. the separation of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom and the consequent possible use of classical physics to model the nuclear motion, has always dominated our mental representation of the chemical processes. However it is well known that the success of BO approximation for the quantitative resolution of whatever problem concerning electronic structure or chemical dynamics is limited to such phenomena in which the coupling between nuclear and electronic subsystems, i.e. non-adiabatic coupling, can be considered as negligible. These phenomena are usually termed as adiabatic because they can be considered as determined by the motion of nuclei on a single (electronic) potential energy surface (PES) with no crossing with any other PES. The deviation from adiabaticity is anything but uncommon in chemistry and the introduction of corrections beyond the BO approximation become in these cases essential.
1-3 As a matter of fact typical possibly non-BO phenomena such as ChargeTransfer (CT), energy transfer or spin transitions (Intersystem Crossing, ISC) play a key role in many of the processes occurring, for example, in biological systems or material science [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and hence their modeling is of great intellectual and practical relevance. Nowadays a number of elegant theories and efficient algorithms are available for studying in great detail such effects in the dynamics of small to medium-sized molecular systems [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] both in the gas-phase and even taking into account coupling with external baths (see for example 28 and references therein cited). However the modeling of non-BO effects in complex molecular systems at atomistic level, e.g. reactions in solution, are still very challenging even though, because of their appeal, several procedures have been proposed in the last years either based on the Marcus theory or Fermi golden rule [29] [30] [31] or involving more advanced procedures [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] In this context, particularly inspired by approaches taking into account the dynamical effects of the perturbing environment, 48 including mixed quantum-classical (QM/MM) methods based on the surface-hopping procedure, [49] [50] [51] [52] we have recently proposed a theoretical-computational methodology which makes use of Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations and the Perturbed Matrix Method (PMM), 54, 55 for evaluating the possible crossing between different perturbed diabatic energy surfaces in largesized atomic-molecular systems. 53 Such a methodology, hereaer termed as MD-PMM, is based on the evaluation, at each step of a MD simulation, of the perturbed eigenstates (e.g. electronic) of a pre-selected species (hereaer termed as Quantum Center, QC) in semi-classical interaction with the atomistic environment (e.g. the solvent). In this respect MD-PMM, should be perceived as somewhat complementary to the already cited procedures designed for non-BO processes as relies in the extended phase-space sampling of the whole system, allowing the modeling of atomic-molecular systems whose complexity, far beyond the limitations of explicit quantum-dynamical approaches, is an essential and indispensable ingredient for the reliability of the nal result. All the applications carried out so far [56] [57] [58] have been characterized by two common features. Firstly, all the investigated processes have been limited to Electron Transfer (ET) reactions, i.e. CT reactions formally involving a complete donor to acceptor electron transfer, characterized by donor and acceptor species which can be treated as electronically independent (i.e. independent QCs), at least as far as the evaluation of their energy is concerned. In all these cases we have factorized the donoracceptor couple states, hence termed as diabatic, as the product of the donor and acceptor perturbed eigenstates obtained by MD-PMM either xing the exchanging charge in the donor or in the acceptor moiety. 53 Secondly, in all the above applications we have systematically assumed purely adiabatic behaviours, i.e. processes characterized by an instantaneous quantum relaxation on the adiabatic state (the BO Hamiltonian eigenstate), without addressing the possible dynamical effects leading to diabatic transitions. In this study we extend our approach to explicitly estimate the possible diabatic behaviour by means of the method proposed in the 30's of the last century by Landau, Zener and Stueckelberg [59] [60] [61] which represents an efficient approximation to model the quantum dynamics of chemical systems possibly undergoing non-BO behaviour, i.e. when the BO Hamiltonian eigenstates are very close in energy, avoiding the use of non-adiabatic coupling. Moreover, in the present paper we no longer assume CT reactions with electronic independent donor and acceptor, 53 extending the kinetic model to be used and addressing more thoroughly the issues of the denition and role of the diabatic states and the productive intermediate (i.e. the transition region, vide infra). Compared to other QM/MM similar methodologies based on the LandauZener or related approaches, 62, 63 our method is based on three peculiar aspects: (i) a diabatic rather than an adiabatic representation of the relevant electronic states is involved; (ii) an extended, in principle exhaustive, QC-environment phase-space sampling for the reactive events can be achieved with virtually no limitations in the denition of the perturbation environment; (iii) the reactive events statistics obtained is used to construct a complete master equation for the reaction kinetics allowing to fully reproduce the experimentally observed process. Two case studies are presented in this paper. In the rst application we have studied the photoinduced CT reaction of the DMN(4)DCNE in tetrahydrofurane (THF), where DMN stands for 1,4-dimethoxynaphthalene and DCNE stands for 1,2-dicyanoethylene We will hereaer refer to this species as simply DMN. (see Fig. 1 ). In the experiment of transient absorption spectroscopy, [64] [65] [66] DMN is irradiated at 308 nm and prepared into a localized excited state which then undergoes a unimolecular charge transfer process with a time-constant of 360 fs in THF as schematically reported in Fig. 2 . In the second application we have tested the reliability of our approach for a photoinduced ISC reaction, namely the singlet-triplet transition in uorenilydene (FL, see Fig. 3 ) in solution. 67, 68 In the related experiment the singlet FL is generated by the photodetachment of N 2 moiety from 9-diazouorene (FL-N2) and shows a solvent dependent ISC rate characterized by a timeconstant of 440 ps in acetonitrile (ACN) and 88 ps in apolar medium (cyclohexane). In both the investigated cases, despite the utilized approximations required for a numerical implementation of the theoretical method, our approach reveals rather accurate in reproducing the observed kinetics.
Theory

General considerations
Non covalent CT or ISC reactions (i.e. CT or ISC reactions not involving any covalent bond disruption/formation) comprise a large variety of processes which, although all characterized by a large variation of a quantum property/observable ideally corresponding to a complete electron-transfer from a donor (D) to an acceptor (A) group for the former or to the complete spin transition for the latter, can involve rather different mechanisms thus possibly requiring different modeling approaches. In fact, such reactions must be considered as a sudden and dramatic change of such a property/observable of the reactive system, as provided by any kind of time-dependent perturbation inducing the exchange of the electronic distribution/spin state in two (rst neighbour in energy) Hamiltonian eigenstates, typically occurring within tiny perturbation regions (the transition regions) where such eigenstates are close in energy. However, according to the type of time-dependent perturbation (i.e. the semiclassical perturbation) and vibronic states involved, the reaction inherent mechanism is different.
It is now necessary to introduce a set of denitions/ assumptions to be used:
As usual we assume that we can properly divide the simulated system into the QC, where the reaction occurs and that needs to be treated at quantum mechanical level and its environment, perturbing the QC quantum states, which we treat at semiclassical atomistic level.
With QC adiabatic states we dene the true Hamiltonian eigenstates of the perturbed QC: either the electronic eigenstates (adiabatic electronic states) or the vibronic eigenstates (adiabatic vibronic states) possibly including the effects of the nuclei-electron coupling (non-adiabatic coupling) which become non-negligible when the adiabatic electronic states are degenerate or quasi-degenerate.
With QC diabatic states we dene the Hamiltonian eigenstates (either the electronic eigenstates or the vibronic BO eigenstates) of the perturbed QC as obtained constraining the electron distribution or the spin state to be xed in either the reactant (R) or the product (P) chemical condition, according to the choice of the R and P chemical species made to describe properly the reaction. Moreover, we always assume for the diabatic states the corresponding non-adiabatic coupling being (approximately) negligible.
We assume that each possible reactive event can be properly described by two QC adiabatic states which are virtually indistinguishable from the corresponding diabatic states except within tiny perturbation regions, i.e. the transition regions (TR's) including the crossing of the diabatic energy surfaces (conical intersection), where each adiabatic state is a mixture of the diabatic ones and the reaction event occurs (i.e. the adiabatic states can be expressed as linear combinations of the two diabatic states, thus allowing to treat each reactive event within the reduced two-dimensional subspace dened by the diabatic states, see Fig. 4 ). We always consider that outside the transition regions the statistical ensemble for the reaction (the reactive ensemble) can be thought as constructed by reactive trajectories with the QC dynamical quantum state coinciding with a given adiabatic state and hence virtually identical to either the R or P QC diabatic state. Therefore, for each trajectory of the reactive ensemble representative of e.g. the R / P reaction, the QC is always in the R state when entering the TR (i.e. at the beginning of the transition process) and in either the R or P state when exiting the TR (i.e. when the transition process is completed) and thus the dynamics of the reactive ensemble can be properly described by usual chemical kinetics equations for the diabatic states interconversion (i.e. we consider the QC-environment system as a quantum dissipative system within the Markoff approximation [69] [70] [71] ). Only within the TR's we need to consider the explicit quantum dynamics of each reactive trajectory as within such limited perturbation regions the Markoff approximation is typically inapplicable and the QC quantum state dynamics possibly involves signicant mixing of the diabatic/adiabatic states.
We assume that, due to its tiny dimension, each TR crossing be fast enough to avoid any relevant change of the QC diabatic states involved, which can be considered as timeindependent during the whole event with a virtually constant coupling term and linear time-dependent energies. Therefore, by also assuming that such a limited crossing time for the diabatic state denition may correspond to a virtually innite relaxation time for the QC dynamical quantum state, we can use the Landau-Zener approach 59 to obtain the diabatic/adiabatic behaviour of the transition, i.e. the probability for the R and P state as obtained by the QC dynamical quantum state emerging from the TR (note that the presence of the diabatic states coupling in the Hamiltonian matrix expressed in the diabatic basis set, makes the typically much smaller non-adiabatic coupling negligible). For each possible reactive event the QC transition, occurring within the TR, may involve a perturbation interval varying from the whole TR providing the complete CT or ISC process (i.e. for fully adiabatic transitions corresponding to a complete hop from one diabatic state to the other) to virtually no perturbation interval around the diabatic states energy crossing providing the reactive ux over either the R or P diabatic state energy surface and hence not involving any CT or ISC process (i.e. for fully diabatic transitions corresponding to a complete hop from one adiabatic state to the other).
In the following theory subsections we describe in details rst (The TR based reaction scheme) how to model the kinetics for each CT or ISC reaction step, i.e. involving only diabatic energy crossings due to a single P diabatic state, on the basis of the TR properties. Subsequently (the diabatic states) we specically address the issue of the denition of proper diabatic states and related energies to be used, employing the PMM framework (within the dipolar approximation) for both CT and ISC reactions. Finally, (the general model for the reaction kinetics) we derive a general and efficient model for the reaction kinetics considering CT and ISC processes possibly involving several reaction steps due to the presence of productive diabatic energy crossings involving several P diabatic states.
The TR based reaction scheme
In general, whenever the system crosses a TR, during the reactive dynamics, a possible reaction event can occurs according to the usual scheme shown in Fig. 4 where we describe the process in terms of the energy surfaces of the adiabatic and diabatic states involved in the reaction. From the gure, beyond the TR itself, we can identify four different chemical states (R I , R II and P I , P II ) corresponding to perturbation regions where the adiabatic states I and II are virtually identical either to the R or the P diabatic state. According to Fig. 4 , within the denitions and assumptions described above, for a TR crossing process characterized by a given adiabatic fraction c as provided by the with H R,P the reactant-product coupling and v cr the absolute value of the diabatic energy difference time derivative at the crossing) we can schematize the R / P reaction occurring through the TR crossing as shown in Fig. 5 where A and B stand for either the I or II adiabatic surface index and the TR R A represents the TR chemical state as obtained by the reactive trajectories entering the transition region from R A (i.e. the reactive trajectories moving over an energy surface comprised within the A adiabatic and R diabatic surfaces).
Given its tiny dimension and the typically high v cr values, we have
hence providing
From eqn (2) we then obtain
Note that in the present extended treatment we no longer assume any equilibrium 53 The previous equations refer to the reaction as occurring via a single crossing process characterized by a given value of c. In general, for the same R and P diabatic states, many possible crossing events characterized by different c values can occur and, therefore, eqn (3)-(5), must be generalized considering different reactant subpopulations in fast interconversion, each reacting via given c l ,K R A ,l values, providing
Eqn (9)- (11) ] y r l with r c l y 0) within the reasonable assumption of statistical independent K R A , l and c l (i.e. hK R A ,l c l i y hK R A ,l i hc l i), thus allowing to write [
with
Eqn (12)- (17) provide the link between the kinetic model and the computational data as obtained by our MD-PMM method. In fact, by means of proper MD simulations it is rather straightforward to evaluate for a given R and P diabatic states couple the distribution of the time-lengths needed to reach the diabatic energy surfaces crossings in the reactant ensemble of trajectories and thus to reconstruct the [R A ] kinetic trace with the corresponding rate constant (K R A ), as we obtained in previous papers. 53, [56] [57] [58] Moreover, from the ensemble of the diabatic surfaces crossings as provided by the reactive trajectories it is also possible to obtain a ¼ hc l i by simply evaluating by means of the Landau-Zener approach the adiabatic fraction at each crossing and then averaging over the crossings.
The diabatic states
In order to obtain the information necessary to model the reaction kinetics, each CT or ISC reaction event needs to be modeled by proper R and P diabatic states. Unfortunately, such diabatic states depend on the specic choice of the QC observables/properties selected to dene the corresponding reactants and products chemical conditions and thus, in principle, different diabatic states for the same reaction could be used. In line with our previous paper, 53 when considering adiabatic ET reactions with electronically independent D and A species we can use the (constrained) D or A location of the exchanging electron to dene via PMM the proper diabatic states to be used. However, in the present extended treatment we neither assume full adiabatic behavior nor the D and A electronic independence, thus requiring for CT reactions a different, more general, denition of the diabatic states (note that in order to estimate the diabatic effects we need to evaluate the D-A coupling). The treatment of the possible diabatic behavior implies that we cannot rely anymore on the electronic states only but inclusion of the vibrational effects is mandatory, thus requiring the explicit use of diabatic vibronic states.
2.3.1 CT reactions. In typical CT reactions, for each reactive event, the two relevant QC adiabatic states can be well approximated by linear combinations of only two unperturbed Hamiltonian eigenstates, i.e. the electronic or BO vibronic eigenstates of the isolated QC we always consider with well separated electronic Hamiltonian eigenvalues, thus ensuring a negligible non-adiabatic coupling. Therefore, a simple well suited choice for the diabatic states in CT reactions is to use the two QC unperturbed BO vibronic eigenstates best corresponding to the R and P electronic condition, respectively (the treatment of more complex cases involving adiabatic states dened by higher dimensional linear combinations of the unperturbed eigenstates and/or quasi-degenerate unperturbed electronic eigenstates is beyond the scope of the present paper). Note that for CT reactions we disregard any magnetic interaction (i.e. the QC Hamiltonian eigenstates are also spin eigenstates), assuming that only CT reactions involving diabatic states corresponding to the same spin eigenstate can occur (i.e. CT processes involving also a spin transition are assumed to be fully diabatic and hence irrelevant for the reaction). 53 We always consider the R population semiclassical vibrational coordinates (i.e. the QC nuclear semiclassical internal coordinates providing only small harmonic-like uctuations with little or no effect on the QC quantum properties except, of course, the electronic energy) as fully relaxed for each position of the QC conformational coordinates x c (i.e. the QC nuclear internal semiclassical coordinates providing relevant structural changes), with hence the relevant R diabatic vibronic state involving a x c -dependent quantum vibrational state and semiclassical vibrational coordinates, if present, relaxed to the x c -dependent minimum energy position over the (electronic) R-energy surface (i.e. we disregard the small local uctuations in modeling the reaction kinetics). However, for a given R diabatic vibronic state several P diabatic vibronic states (with semiclassical coordinates at the same position of the R state) are to be considered for the reaction, as different quantum vibrational states of the P electronic diabatic state could be involved in productive reaction events (i.e. the corresponding diabatic energy crossings do not provide fully diabatic transitions). It is worth to note that within the approximation we use of R-energy minimized semiclassical vibrational coordinates, the diabatic R and P electronic states involved in the reaction (i.e. the unperturbed electronic states F 0 e,R , F 0 e,P functions of the electronic coordinates as expressed within the internal QC reference of frame which is fully dened by the QC nuclear positions) can be considered as parametrical functions of only the conformational coordinates x c and internal coordinates b corresponding to the QC nuclear quantum vibrational degrees of freedom, as it follows from the roto-translational invariance of the unperturbed electronic states (we clearly adopt the usual approximation of rototranslational invariance of the unperturbed vibrational states, i.e. fully uncoupled vibrational and roto-translational motions, and thus each x c position fully determines also the local unperturbed vibrational modes). Within the PMM approach, using x c -dependent energy minimized semiclassical vibrational coordinates, for each QC x c , b conguration the corresponding orthonormal unperturbed electronic eigenstates F 0 e,j , eigenfunctions of the unperturbed (gas-phase) QC for a given spin eigenstate, provide the basis set for constructing the perturbed electronic Hamiltonian matrix ( f H e ) within the dipolar approximation
where f H e 0 is the unperturbed electronic Hamiltonian matrix (diagonal within the chosen basis set), q T andm are the QC total charge and dipole operator, V and E are the electric potential and eld as exerted by the environment on the QC centre of mass and F 0 e,j (x c , b) becoming parametrically functions of only the QC conformational x c coordinates when considering also the b coordinates as relaxed to their x c -dependent energy minimized position as obtained in a reference eigenstate (e.g. the ground state), thus disregarding any explicit quantum vibrational effect 73 (note that the use of electronic coordinates within the internal QC reference of frame requires that bothm and E must be also expressed within the internal QC reference of frame or, equivalently, that hF 0 e,j |m|F 0 e,j 0 i be expressed in the reference of frame providing E). Finally, DV includes all the other terms treated as a simple short range potential andĨ is the identity matrix. Note that we assume, as usual, the R and P quantum vibrational modes as fully dened within the same QC internal coordinates subspace (i.e. the diabatic states share the same QC semiclassical congurational subspace) and thus in both diabatic states the same x c , b coordinates can be used. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of f H e provide the actual perturbed electronic energies and eigenstates (adiabatic electronic states) while its elements corresponding to the diabatic electronic states of the CT reaction of interest (i.e. 
and the R, P electronic coupling term H e;R;P ¼ ½ f H e R;P H e;R;P ðx c ; b; EÞ y
with clearly hF 0 e,R |F 0 e,P i and ½ f H e 0 R;P always zero except for the special case F 0 e,R ¼ F 0 e,P (i.e. the diabatic vibronic states involve the same diabatic electronic state and hence hF 0 e,R |F 0 e,P i ¼ 1 and DU e ¼ 0). Such a peculiar condition which is uncommon and requires a specic treatment will not be further discussed and in the following of this paper we will consider only the typical case of diabatic vibronic states involving different (nondegenerate in the unperturbed condition) diabatic electronic states.
Eqn (20)- (22) can be used for evaluating the complete transition energy (i.e. the diabatic vibronic energy change) DU and, within the Landau-Zener approach, the fraction of adiabatic transitions (c) in a R / P event involving a given f e,P as obtained within the R and P electronic energy minima relevant for the R / P process (note that the vibrational states are functions of the internal coordinates b and only parametrically functions of the conformational coordinates x c ). Therefore, for a given possible reaction event (i.e. diabatic energy surfaces crossing) the corresponding complete transition energy and diabatic fraction 1 À c are (25) can be really accurate when the b R and b P minima are close enough to allow considering H e,R,P virtually constant within the relevant b range, with H e,R,P (x c , b R , E) y H e,R,P (x c , b P , E) signicantly different from zero (i.e. really negligible non-adiabatic coupling).
2.3.2 ISC reactions. In ISC reactions the R / P transition virtually coincides with a QC spin eigenstate transition and hence, introducing the (electrons) spin eigenstates s R s P (with s R s s P ), the perturbed electronic-spin eigenstates F e,R s R and F e,P s P as obtained neglecting any magnetic interaction and provided within PMM by diagonalizing the perturbed electronic Hamiltonian matrix given by eqn (18) and (19) for the R and P spin eigenstate respectively, can be used as proper diabatic electronic-spin states. Therefore, the electronic transition energy can be simply obtained by DU e ¼ U e,P À U e,R where U e,R , U e,P are eigenvalues of the electronic Hamiltonian matrix corresponding to the R and P magnetic state, respectively, and the electronic coupling term corresponding to the R, P element of the perturbed electronic Hamiltonian matrix (including the magnetic interactions) expressed within the diabatic electronicspin basis set, is given by H e,R,P y hF e,R s R |Ĥ so |F e,P s P i ¼ h † RH so h P (27) whereĤ so is the spin-orbit Hamiltonian operator,H so is the corresponding matrix and h R h P the unit vectors representing F e,R s R and F e,P s P within the same basis set used to express the spin-orbit matrix (i.e. the unperturbed basis set). Note that typically hF e,R s R |Ĥ so |F e,P s P i is only slightly dependent on the perturbation and hence virtually constant within the TR. Therefore, using as diabatic vibronic-spin states the R and P perturbed vibronic-spin BO eigenstates (each, typically, almost identical to a specic unperturbed eigenstate), in ISC reaction events the complete transition energy and the diabatic fraction are 
where we used the same notation employed for CT reactions and disregarded the typically small effects of perturbation on quantum vibrational modes, thus utilizing the unperturbed vibrational states of the unperturbed electronic states best corresponding to the pertubed electronic-spin R and P eigenstates.
The general model for the reaction kinetics
From the previous considerations and approximations we can outline the general reaction scheme by considering a single R diabatic vibronic state (typically the vibronic state involving the vibrational ground state) possibly crossing with several P diabatic vibronic states involving the vibrational states providing a non-negligible chemical ux for the R / P reaction (typically vibrational states within the energy range dened by the vibrational ground state as lower bound and the vibrational state corresponding to the R / P vertical transition as upper bound). In Fig. 6 and 7 we show a schematic picture of such diabatic state energy surfaces and the corresponding reaction scheme with rate constants for each reaction step obtained according to eqn (12)- (14) . Note that we disregard in the reaction scheme any P / R back reaction as we assume a basically irreversible R / P process, possibly involving a fast products quantum and/or semiclassical vibrational relaxation. Moreover, we can safely consider in the reaction scheme that for each ith reaction step the corresponding a i (the mean adiabatic fraction as obtained averaging over all the crossings involved in the ith reaction step, see eqn (16)) is invariant for R i / R i+1 and R i+1 / R i as it only depends on the properties at the diabatic surfaces crossings of the ith reaction step, being necessarily unrelevant for the ½R iþ1 eq =½R i eq ¼ K Ri =K * Riþ1 equilibrium constant (i.e. the equilibrium constant must be independent of the diabaticadiabatic TR traversing behavior).
In order to obtain general, simple analytic expressions for the kinetics dened by Fig. 6 and 7 , we need to introduce approximations suited to accurately describe typical CT and ISC reactions. A simplied condition can be obtained by using the irreversible reaction step approximation described below.
2.4.1 The irreversible reaction step approximation. The irreversible reaction step approximation is based on assuming that for each reactive trajectory involved in the R 1 / R n or equivalently in the R n / R 1 transition, no inversion of the chemical ux is possible for all the relevant reaction steps (i.e. we assume completely irreversible reaction steps from R 1 to R n or equivalently from R n to R 1 , for the R 1 / R n or the R n / R 1 process respectively, see Fig. 5 and 6 ). Such an ideal condition, implying that the intermediates R 2 , R 3 ,., R nÀ1 are characterized by different ensembles in the R 1 / R n and R n / R 1 transitions, is a proper approximation of the actual reaction only when the mean residence time of the intermediates region is not larger than the R 1 / P 1 (or R n / P nÀ1 ) transition energy time derivative (i.e. the intermediates traversing velocity) autocorrelation mean time, as typically occurring in many CT and ISC reactions (note that R 1 and R n differently from the intermediates are assumed to have inner equilibrium during the reaction). Therefore, within the irreversible reaction step approximation the rate equations for the R 1 / R n process can be obtained considering in Fig. 6 K * Ri y 0, providing
/ y / (34)
/ y / (36)
while for the R n / R 1 process the rate equations are obtained considering K R i y 0 and hence
We can proceed further by considering that the irreversible reaction step approximation necessarily implies much faster transitions between neighboring intermediates than the R 1 / R 2 and R n / R nÀ1 rates, thus allowing to assume the stationary condition for all the intermediates (i.e. [ _
. Therefore, the rate equations for the R 1 / R n process provide
/ y / (45)
/ y / (47)
and hence using eqn (44)- (48) into eqn (37), we can write
where
Similarly, for the R n / R 1 process we have
clearly showing that we can obtain the kinetics of the R n / R 1 transition from that of the R 1 / R n transition simply exchanging R 1 with R n and K R 1 with K * Rn . These last equations can be further simplied considering that from eqn (24) , (25), (29) and (30) for each ith reaction step, assuming the R diabatic vibronic state involving the l vibrational state, we have
with g i depending only on the conformational coordinates x c , 1 À c e a function of the conformational coordinates and the perturbing eld, independent of the reaction step, and the angle brackets with the i subscript in eqn (55) indicating averaging over the ith reaction step ensemble (i.e. the average is obtained over all the crossings of the ith reaction step). Realizing that for each reaction step g i is close to zero and can be considered as virtually constant and 0 # 1 À c e # 1, we can write
1 À a e y h(1 À c e )i i (59)
where a e is invariant for all the reaction steps and
The use of eqn (58) into eqn (49)- (54) then provides for the R 1 / R n kinetics View Article Online
and for the R n / R 1 kinetics
where 1 À a G ¼ (1 À a e ) U and so the global adiabatic fraction is
From eqn (61)- (66) it follows that within the irreversible reaction step approximation the complete reaction kinetics (involving the R 1 , R n interconversion) can be obtained by using the scheme shown in Fig. 8 , providing
Eqn (67) and (68) can be easily solved by diagonalizing the kinetic matrix of the rate constants, furnishing a biexponential time behavior as general solution for both R 1 and R n . However, it is of particular interest to consider the two typical approximate solutions as obtained assuming the stationary condition either for R n or for R 1 . In the former case (i.e. [ _ R n ] y 0 and hence
providing, with [R 1 ] 0 the initial R 1 species concentration (i.e. at the beginning of the R n stationary state condition) and neglecting the R n concentration (i.e.
[P]
For the latter case (i.e. [ _ R 1 ] y 0 and hence
providing, with [R n ] 0 the initial R n species concentration (i.e. at the beginning of the R 1 stationary state condition) and neglecting the R 1 concentration (i.e.
These last approximations furnish a very simple model of the reaction kinetics with a trivial exponential decay for R 1 and R n , respectively, as typically observed experimentally (note that eqn (70)- (73) (70)- (77) clearly show that within the irreversible reaction step approximation when U y 1 and thus 1 À a G y 1 À a e and a G y a e , no explicit vibrational effect is present in the complete reaction kinetics and hence for such a condition in the limit a e / 1 eqn (70)-(77) reduce essentially to the expressions we derived and used in previous papers (ref ) , based on assuming fully adiabatic ET reactions when neglecting any explicit vibrational effect. Such a result well explains the accuracy of the simpler purely electronic approach utilized previously, indicating that in most typical ET reactions U z 1 and a e z 1 thus providing a kinetic behavior equivalent to adiabatic reactions involving purely electronic diabatic states.
Interestingly, eqn (70)- (77) can be also combined to treat the special case where an intermediate R r plays at the same time the role of R 1 in eqn (70)- (73) and of R n in eqn (74)- (77), being hence involved in two reactive paths resulting in two products chemical states (P + and P À ), as described by the reaction scheme of Fig. 9 . In fact, for such a condition, involving the stationary state for both R 1 and R n , we clearly have (dening now [P] 
Finally, in case the accessible conformational space is too extended for accurately using eqn (58) and neglecting the effects of conformational transitions (e.g. the relevant change of the unperturbed eigenstate electronic distribution, possibly requiring the change of the MD force eld and/or the diabatic states to be used), the presented model should be employed to describe the reaction kinetics within different conformational states, each dened by a proper x c subspace, thus allowing to reconstruct the whole reaction kinetics in terms of single subspace kinetics and conformational interconversions. Moreover, when more than a single R diabatic vibronic state is signicantly present in the reactive ensemble (i.e. not only the vibrational ground state of the R diabatic electronic state involved in the reaction is thermally accessible or we deal with a vibrationally non-equilibrium R ensemble), the general model described applies in principle to the kinetics due to each R diabatic vibronic state with the whole kinetics given by their combination. However, when realizing that usually for the reactions of interest the R ensemble can be considered at thermal equilibrium with most of the accessible excited vibrational states (i.e. vibrational states with energies relatively close to the ground state energy) providing a kinetics similar to the vibrational ground state one, we can typically assume that the whole kinetics can be approximately given by the kinetics due only to the R vibronic state corresponding to the vibrational ground state, thus allowing to neglect the explicit evaluation of the kinetics due to the excited vibrational states. In order to signicantly simplify the application of the model we will make use in general of such an approximation and in the present work we always consider only the R vibrational ground state to model the reaction kinetics.
Computational details
Computational strategy
Before entering into the details of the computational procedures utilized in this study, we provide a brief outline of the underlying strategy. First of all it is important to further remark that the whole study, based on the MD-PMM procedure, requires the production of MD simulations and quantumchemical calculations (QCC) carried out on the pre-selected isolated (gas-phase) QC which can be treated either as a rigid 54, 55 or exible moiety. 72 In both the investigated cases the experimental measurements, we are referring to, were carried out starting from photo-generated species, i.e. the electronically excited DMN for the CT reaction and singlet FL for the ISC reaction, at a well-dened wavelength. For this reason the rst step of the work is the theoretical-computational modeling of the equilibrium spectra in solution of the solvated precursors, namely: DMN in THF for the CT reaction and FL-N2 in ACN for ISC reaction. At this purpose we utilized the widely documented MD-PMM procedure for modeling the equilibrium absorption spectra in solution 73, 74 where the chromophore represents the QC perturbed by the electric eld produced by the solvent molecules along an equilibrium MD simulation, hereaer termed as EqMD. From the obtained spectra we then extracted a number of MD congurations, falling in the experimental excitation range with an accuracy of AE0.5 nm, providing the whole set of initial conditions (position and associated momentum of all the atoms) to be used for studying the relaxation processes by means of relatively short non-equilibrium MD simulations, hereaer termed as NonEqMD (see for example ref. 72 ). Specically, in each trajectory we have evaluated the time requested for entering the TR (see Theory section) and, nally, such a swarm of time-values has been utilized in conjunction with the specic model (see Theory section) for reconstructing the whole kinetics. Note that the NonEqMD simulations, again propagated in the NVT ensemble, were initiated using the coordinates and associated momenta of the perturbing environment as obtained by the extracted congu-rations while changing the QC force-eld, i.e. atomic charges and bond lengths and angles. This last procedure reects the basic approximation of the model, i.e. we have disregarded the ultrafast radiationless events (e.g. internal vibrational redistribution), known to take place essentially within the chromophore, upon the vertical excitation. For a general discussion on these last approximations we invite the reader to refer to the cited literature. 
Molecular Dynamics simulations
All the simulations were carried out using the Gromacs package, 75 version 5.0.2 For the QCs we adopted the LennardJones terms from the Gromos force-eld 76 while the atomic point charges, 77 bond lengths, bond angles and torsion angles were obtained by standard QM calculations in vacuum (see the next subsection) both for the ground (in the EqMD simulations) and for the involved excited states (in the NonEqMD). The parameters for the solvents, i.e. acetonitrile 78 and tetrahydrofurane 83 were taken from the literature. For the EqMD simulations, aer an initial energy minimization, the whole system was gradually heated from 50 K to the desired temperature using short (20 ps) MD simulations. The temperature was kept constant using the velocity rescaling algorithm. 79 The LINCS algorithm 80 was employed to constrain all bond lengths. Long range electrostatic interactions were computed by the particle mesh Ewald method 81 with 34 wave vectors in each dimension and a 4th order cubic interpolation and a cut-off of 1.1 nm was used. For the NonEqMD simulations we adopted the same protocol previously described for EqMD but, obviously, not including the equilibration procedure. All the simulations were carried out in the NVT ensemble with the box adjusted to reproduce the correct solvent bulk density at the experimental temperature and pressure. This latter condition has been achieved by adjusting the solute-solvent box in order to reach the same calculated pressure of a box of pure solvent, simulated at the same temperature and at the corresponding experimental density. 82 For the CT reaction we utilized a cubic box of 4.6 nm length lled with THF 83 and one molecule of DMN. For the ISC reaction we utilized a cubic box of 3.5 nm length lled with ACN and one molecule of FL (or FL-N2 for the initial evaluation of the spectrum for preparing the initial conditions). Essential dynamics analysis 84 was used for characterizing the QC conformational uctuations of the FL-N2 and FL moieties only as DMN can be considered a rigid or semirigid molecule with hence either no structural uctuations or only local semiclassical vibrations neglected within our QCC calculations.
Additional details of the utilized force-eld (i.e. Gromosformat topologies) are reported in the ESI. †
Unperturbed quantum states and properties
All the gas-phase QCC necessary for evaluating both the forceeld of the systems and the unperturbed basis set and properties for constructing the quantum Hamiltonian to be used, were carried out in the framework of the Density Functional Theory (DFT) 85 using the hybrid B3LYP functional 86,87 in conjunction with 6-311G** basis set. Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-DFT) 88 was used with the same functional and basis set for evaluating the optimized geometries and the related properties of the involved excited states. We wish to remark that, in spite of the well known limitations of this level of theory, our choice was driven by the documented good performances of these calculations at a limited computational cost. Any attempt of studying the sensitivity of our results on the level of theory of the gas-phase QCC was out of the scope of the present study. The energy minimizations, vibrational frequency calculations and atomic-charge evaluations were carried out with the Gaussian09 package. 89 The calculations of the unperturbed eigenstates and corresponding operator matrix elements were carried out in the framework of the linear 90 and quadratic 91 response theory using the Dalton package. 92 The same package and the same level of theory was also utilized for the calculation of the spin-orbit coupling matrix element. Note that for this latter calculation the restricted-open formalism was adopted for the description of the triplet state. The use of different packages was due to practical reasons, i.e. efficiency of Gaussian09 package in the optimization of geometries in electronically excited states, and to the peculiar features of the packages themselves, e.g. complete evaluation of transition dipole matrix only possible in the Dalton package. Note that in order to avoid inconsistency of our unperturbed data, we used the B3LYP-Gauss version implemented in the Dalton suite. Additional details on QCC (i.e. optimized geometries) are reported in the ESI. †
Applications
Photoinduced CT reaction
As discussed in the Theory section the perturbed electronic eigenstates outside the transition regions are usually almost identical to the unperturbed ones, allowing the use of the proper unperturbed eigenstate properties to construct the MD force eld to be used (in particular for the ground state which is virtually unaffected by the perturbation). In Fig. 10 we show the DMN absorption spectrum as obtained via the PMM/MD approach (within the vertical transition approximation 73 ) using the EqMD simulation performed in the ground state ensemble (i.e. the MD force eld was constructed utilizing the DMN unperturbed ground state properties). From the gure it is evident that in correspondence of the excitation wavelength (308 nm) experimentally used to start the reaction process, [64] [65] [66] most of the electronic transitions involves the third excited state which was then used to dene the reactive ensemble (i.e. the excited-DMN simulation was propagated using the geometry and the atomic charges as obtained in the unperturbed third excited state, see below).
As a preliminary step, necessary for the construction of the force eld for the NonEqMD simulations involving the perturbed S3 state, we need to check if, and how much, the third perturbed electronic excited state resembles the unperturbed S3 electronic state. At this purpose we have collected from the EqMD trajectory a number of 40 congurations found to absorb between 307.5 and 308.5 nm. In correspondence of each of them we have projected the perturbed (instantaneous at time zero of the reaction) S3 electronic state onto the unperturbed S3 one. The results, shown in Fig. 11 , clearly conrm that in the initial reactive ensemble the perturbed S3 electronic state is almost identical, as expected, to the unperturbed S3 electronic state, allowing the use of the latter for constructing the MD force eld generating the NonEqMD trajectories (the same analysis conrms also a similar correspondence for the other perturbed electronic eigenstates). On the basis of such a resemblance between perturbed and unperturbed electronic states, it is interesting to focus our attention on the QCC providing the DMN minimum energy structures and the related properties in the ground (S0) and rst three excited (S1, S2 and S3) unperturbed electronic (singlet) eigenstates. The results schematically reported in Fig. 12 indicate that the S0 / S1 excitation should be followed by the variation of the angle between the C(CN)2 plane and the aliphatic bicyclo moiety. On the other hand the S2 and S3 equilibrium geometries should be rather similar to the S0 geometry. Moreover, from the analysis of the dipole moments, reported in the Fig. 13 , we can also observe that while the unperturbed S3 state has an electronic distribution similar to the ground state, both the unperturbed S1 and S2 states show a drastic modication of the electronic density, i.e. a sharp CT-state. It follows that the experimentally observed photoinduced CT events presumably involves the unperturbed S3 and S2 excited states as the R and P diabatic electronic states of the reaction.
In order to verify that the unperturbed S2 and S3 electronic eigenstates are fully consistent with the proper diabatic electronic states to be used, we analyzed the 40 NonEqMD trajectories monitoring, for each of them, the energies corresponding to the unperturbed S3 and S2 eigenstates (i.e. the diabatic electronic energies corresponding to diagonal elements of the perturbed electronic Hamiltonian matrix) and the perturbed S3 and S2 eigenstates (i.e. the adiabatic electronic states) squared projections along the S3 and S2 unperturbed eigenstates providing the fractional amount of these unperturbed eigenstates in the denition of each adiabatic state (i.e. the diabatic state probabilities). In Fig. 14 we show, for one trajectory, such properties close to the energy crossing. From the gure it is evident that the perturbed electronic S3 eigenstate, virtually identical to the unperturbed S3 eigenstate just before the crossing, sharply becomes almost identical to the unperturbed S2 eigenstate while an almost specular behavior is occurring for the perturbed S2 eigenstate (the slight deviations from the ideal behaviour are due to the weak coupling of the other unperturbed eigenstates, disregarded in the model). Such results demonstrate that the S3 / S2 unperturbed eigenstate transition is an accurate approximation of the CT reaction, conrm-ing that these unperturbed electronic eigenstates furnish the proper R and P diabatic electronic state, respectively, thus allowing the use of the corresponding reduced two-dimensional subspace to model the reactive events. Note that in the analysis of the NonEqMD trajectories the electronic energies and eigenstates (i.e. the electronic Hamiltonian matrix) are obtained at the R chemical state structure and hence the diabatic electronic energy crossings are approximately equivalent to the diabatic vibronic energy crossings involving the P diabatic vibronic state corresponding to the vertical transition. Therefore, the negative electronic transition energy always found before the rst crossing, implies that the R n / R 1 reaction scheme is to be used.
The distribution of the time lengths to reach the rst diabatic energy crossing (the rst S3 / S2 unperturbed eigenstate energy crossing) provides the rate constant K * Rn to be used in eqn (74)- (77), corresponding to the purely adiabatic kinetics 53 (see Fig. 15 ) and hence for the complete reaction kinetics model we also need to evaluate the diabatic fraction 1 À a G ¼ (1 À a e ) U .
For the present CT reaction, similarly to most of the typical CT reactions, the initial relevant vibronic crossing involves the P vibronic diabatic state corresponding to the vertical transition, with hence the largest vibrational state overlap, associated to a highly excited and strongly anharmonic P vibrational state. Such a condition avoids the use of any computationally explicit evaluation of the vibrational effects, necessarily based on the assumption of either the harmonic or slightly anharmonic behaviour of the P vibrational states of interest (note that for the R chemical state we consider only the diabatic vibronic state corresponding to the ground vibrational state). Therefore, for the present CT reaction in order to obtain an achievable efficient computational model and on the basis of the high density in energy of the relevant P vibronic states involved in the rst reaction steps and corresponding large vibrational state overlaps, we assume U z 1 and hence a G z a e thus reducing the evaluation of the diabatic fraction to the purely electronic Landau-Zener factor, see eqn (55)- (60) . As discussed in the Theory section such an assumption can be considered a reasonable approximation in typical CT reactions, at least when the initial reaction step involves the P vibronic state corresponding to the R / P vertical transition. From Fig. 15 corresponding to a mean lifetime of z822 AE 20 fs (the noise indicated is always the estimated standard error). The reported theoreticalcomputational results reasonably well reproduce the experimental mean lifetime [64] [65] [66] (z360 fs), indicating that the employed theoretical-computational model captures the essential physics of the CT reaction.
For the sake of clarity we have schematized the whole procedure, employed to obtain the results described in this subsection, in the ow-chart reported in Fig. 16. 
ISC reaction
The singlet-triplet reaction of carbene-like systems has represented a long-time benchmark for QM calculations. 93 The main problem is related to the correct evaluation of the singlet-triplet (S-T) energy gap which is very difficult to accurately obtain with low-cost calculations such as Hartree-Fock or DFT, even when using a relatively large atomic basis set. For this reason we decided to use the unperturbed QC calculations for both the singlet and triplet magnetic states, scaling the obtained energies in order to reproduce the experimentally estimated gasphase S-T ground state energy gap (i.e. we scaled the T electronic ground state energy, keeping xed the calculated T excitation energies). 67, 68 Differently from DMN, treated as a rigid or semirigid QC, FL needs to be considered a exible QC. Specically, we have included in the MD-PMM calculations, beyond the usual local semiclassical vibrations, the effects of the FL conformational uctuations basically corresponding to uctuations within the subspace dened by the low-frequency out-of-plane vibrational modes. At this purpose we have evaluated the geometry-dependent S and T unperturbed electronic eigenstates and properties, as described in detail in our previous publication, 72 using the essential dynamics analysis.
84
For the sake of brevity this part of the study has been reported in the ESI. † Similarly to the CT reaction, also in this case we have extracted 40 initial FL congurations from the FL-N2 spectrum (reported in Fig. 17 ) within the wavelength range 307.5-308.5 nm (i.e. the excitation range experimentally used). The obtained MD trajectories of the singlet ground state FL, providing the NonEqMD ensemble for the S / T reaction (i.e. the R / P transition), clearly indicate that the S diabatic vibronic ground state energy is always initially lower than the T diabatic vibronic ground state energy, thus implying that the initial relevant vibronic crossing involves the T vibronic diabatic ground state, with hence in general a limited vibrational state overlap, and the relevant intermediates are associated to only the rst excited and virtually harmonic T vibrational states (for the denition of the diabatic states and energies for ISC reactions see the Theory section). Such a condition requires/allows the explicit evaluation of the vibrational effects considering all the T vibrational states involved in the relevant stationary intermediates (note that for the S chemical state we consider only the diabatic vibronic ground state). For the present ISC reaction only the T vibrational ground and rst three excited states (i.e. the rst two excitations of the z214 cm À1 mode and the rst excitation of the z428 cm À1 mode) are signicant as no trajectory can reach diabatic vibronic energy crossings involving other T vibrational states. The distribution of the time lengths to reach the rst diabatic energy crossing (the vibronic ground to ground S / T diabatic energy crossing) provides the rate constant K R 1 to be used in eqn (70)- (73) , corresponding to the purely adiabatic kinetics 53 (see Fig. 18 ). The complete reaction kinetics model can then be obtained evaluating the diabatic
U where a e is provided by the electronic Landau-Zener factor, see eqn (55)- (60) , and U includes only the vibrational state overlaps of the S ground state with the T ground and rst three excited vibrational states. In order to evaluate the relevant vibrational state overlaps for estimating U, we made use of the Duschinsky transformation 94 providing the T normal mode coordinates in terms of the S ones. Such a procedure applied to a exible QC consists, in principle for each xed QC conformational coordinates conguration and environment perturbation, of the following steps:
The evaluation of the S and T energy minimized structures and, aer mass-weighted least square tting of the T structure onto the corresponding S one (i.e. aer removal of the relative roto-translation), of the corresponding normal mode coordinates and frequencies given by the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the (mass-weighted) Hessian matrices.
Projection of the T energy minimized structure and Hessian eigenvectors onto the S Hessian eigenvectors taken as axis of the reference frame in the mass-weighted space with origin in the S energy minimized structure, thus providing the T energy minimized structure and normal mode coordinates in terms of the S ones.
Such a transformation allows to evaluate the vibrational state overlaps by integration of the S and T vibrational wavefunction product over the S normal mode coordinates.
It is worth to note that quantum normal modes typically correspond to only a subset of the Hessian eigenvectors, as most of the QC congurations do not correspond to a full space energy minimum and only the high frequency modes can be truly considered harmonic-like quantum vibrational modes. For sake of simplicity and considering the limited FL conformational freedom and the weak perturbation effects on the quantum vibrational modes and frequencies, 95 we only considered such a transformation as obtained in the full space energy minimized S and T structures neglecting the perturbation effects (i.e. we disregard the effects due to both the conformational uctuations and environment perturbation). Moreover by inspecting the squares of the elements of the Duschinsky matrix, i.e. the matrix given by the squared inner products of the S and T Hessian eigenvectors (see Fig. 19 ), we can safely conclude that within a good approximation no relevant mixing of the quantum modes is provided by the R / P transition, allowing to consider each T quantum vibrational mode as essentially coinciding with the S one of equal frequency with only a signicant shi of the minimum energy position. Such evidence results in a considerable reduction of complexity for the calculation of the vibrational state overlaps, allowing to ) for FL-N2 in ACN. Fig. 18 Kinetic trace for the fully adiabatic ISC reaction.
approximate the required multi-coordinates integral into the simple product of single-coordinate integrals with each integral corresponding to a single-mode vibrational state overlap. By using the approximations described we obtained the estimate of a G (resulting rather close to zero), then providing the complete rate constant for the reaction a G (2 À a G )K R 1 z 2a G K R 1 z 0.0032 AE 0.0004 ps À1 corresponding to a mean lifetime of z312 AE 40 ps (the noise indicated is always the estimated standard error). The reported theoretical-computational results well reproduce the experimental mean lifetime 67, 68 (z440 ps), indicating that the employed theoreticalcomputational model captures the essential physics of the ISC reaction. Interestingly, experimental evidences 67, 68 showed that in cyclohexane (a virtually apolar and very weakly interacting solvent) the FL S / T reaction is strongly accelerated with a reaction mean lifetime of z88 ps, indicating the relevant effects of the polar environment perturbation. In order to test the accuracy of our theoretical-computational methodology we performed, similarly to the previous case, MD simulations of the FL QC in vacuo, providing the NonEqMD ensemble for the gas-phase reaction. In this latter case the S diabatic vibronic ground state energy is always initially in between the energies of two T diabatic vibronic states (involving the rst excited vibrational states of the T electronic ground state) as a consequence of the relevant increase of the S electronic ground state energy, thus requiring the use of eqn (78)- (81) . For the gas-phase condition our results provide for the complete rate constant a corresponding mean lifetime of 16 AE 4 ps, clearly showing the dramatic acceleration of the kinetics due to the missing QCsolvent interaction and therefore possibly well explaining the experimentally observed rate constant increase in cyclohexane.
For the sake of clarity we have schematized the whole procedure, employed to obtain the results described in this subsection, in the ow-chart reported in Fig. 20 .
Conclusions
The simulation of non-adiabatic phenomena is an extremely important issue for fundamental and practical reasons but, at the same time, is an extremely challenging task. Nowadays a large number of elegant and efficient theoreticalcomputational approaches, based on explicit QuantumDynamical (QD) or QM/MM simulations at different levels of approximation, are available for describing in great detail the energetics and the dynamics of such events for moderately sized molecular systems for a limited time-range. Much more problematic is the description of such processes for complex molecular systems spanning phase-space regions and relaxation time-ranges prohibitively large for explicit QD simulations. In this context we have presented, in this paper, a theoreticalcomputational methodology specically designed at this purpose. The core of our approach is the evaluation of the diabatic perturbed energy surfaces of a preventively selected Quantum system in semi-classical interaction with its atomicmolecular environment, directly from the atomistic simulations of the whole molecular system. Subsequently, the estimation of the coupling between the diabatic surfaces and the inclusion of the obtained observables within a properly designed kinetic model allows the reconstruction of the whole phenomenology directly comparable to the experimental (typically kinetic) data. This last point together with the specic use of a diabatic representation and of the PMM framework allowing to sample large phase-space regions and relaxation lifetimes, characterize our method compared to similar QM/MM approaches. Application to two systems has demonstrated the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method for the theoretical-computational investigations of reactive events within large and complex atomic-molecular systems, hence showing that it is a valuable tool complementary to the QDbased approaches. 
